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ICON DESIGN 

Trying to capture the essence of an object or idea with only a 
few lines and at the same time maintaining its elegance is 
pretty much design in a nutshell. That’s what so great about 
icons, they’re tiny poems.

ICONS HAVE HISTORY

* askto see if he'd rather write content on blog or pdf posts are on ?

icons

in this class

- Icon design )
•forms a big part of design systems

- inspiration • learn how they work and how they should appear

-
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Kyle Tezak
• aim is to be globally MMM
understandable

• be conscious of
consistency in : fill , line
width

, layout , sizing ,
alignment.

O avoid drastic similarities -

be able to differentiate
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✓arts,

1948 London Olympics
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more illustrative

Berlin 1936



ICONS ARE LANGUAGE AGNOSTIC

THEY HAVE A ROLE IN UI

A pictogram is a visual translation of a concept. It is a 
sign: a combination of shapes associated to carry 
meaning.”
- symbol and signs: exploration, A. Frutiger, 1999

ofind different ways other than digital to create icons

} look to other sources- needlepoint
for insp- hammer beads

-

- Something physical whichis-angeabie-wingain.m.ee#@-PHYSICAL FORMS- TACTILE - keeps it interesting

• Easily recognised by everyone around the world .

- toilet icons in airports
- IKEA instructions

-particularly for mobile . +

- keeping them simple to m

be easily understood
1
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consistency in appearance
and position
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0 integral part of visual identities
0 Mental shortcuts -

goal is to improve fast identification of functions



ICON CATEGORIES 

SCALING

Risk loosing detail when scaled down

As it gets smaller the lines need to

thicken

• ensure theres harmony between the

icons - keeping it consistent .

• avoid drastic similarities

* material design for research -

* pocket profiles ;


